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Preface

The year was 1962.

The Beatles had signed with Brian Epstein earlier in the year and released their debut single, “Love Me Do”. In response to the Soviet Union agreeing to remove its missiles from Cuba, US President John F. Kennedy ends the quarantine of the Caribbean nation. Film actress and sex icon, Marilyn Monroe is found dead in her Los Angeles, California home after apparently overdosing on sleeping pills. Amazing Fantasy issue 15 (the first appearance of Spider-Man) is released in August. Dell Comics releases “Ghost Stories” #1 one month later. The Comics Code Authority had been in effect for eight years.

Dell Comics never joined the Comics Code Authority. Their comics were clearly intended for young children, having the Disney license as well as other children’s properties. Dell refused to join the Code and instead began publishing in its comics a "Pledge to Parents" that promised their editorial process "eliminates, rather than regulates, objectionable [sic] material" and concluded with the now classic credo "Dell Comics Are Good Comics."

However, 1962 was a transitional year for Dell. The long partnership Dell Comics had held with Western Publishing dissolved. Western decided to create its own in-house comic publishing company, Gold Key Comics. With the departure of Western went the Disney and Warner Bros. licenses and left Dell Comics at a crossroads. Not only had it lost a large portion of its licensed titles, many artists and writers had followed the titles to Gold Key Comics.

One writer who didn’t jump ship was John Stanley. Fans of comics will associate John Stanley with “Little Lulu” and “Nancy and Sluggo”. He scripted “Little Lulu” from 1945 to 1959 as well as providing the artwork with Irving Tripp. With the loss of most its licensed titles, Dell knew they had to come up with something fast. They also knew that the Code had left a rather large vacuum in the field of horror comics. Simply put, there were none.

It was this set of unique circumstances that led Dell to tap on the shoulder of Mr. John Stanley to pen ONE issue of their new title “Ghost Stories”. The consummate professional, John Stanley pulled off one of the greatest horror comic stories of all time. That’s right, he only wrote one issue in what could be considered one of the greatest style departures in the history of comics. But you will remember “The Monster of Dread End…” It had one of the greatest monsters in any scary comic book ever.

1 Taken from the Wikipedia entry on Dell Comics.
THE MONSTER OF DREAD END...

Long empty of human life, the dark, decaying tenements of DREAD END stare silently across at each other as though still frozen in horror at the memory of the frightful scenes they alone had once been witness to...

Time was...when DREAD END, then known as Hawthorn Place, was a busy, noisy, happy street that echoed to the sound of children's laughter...

...then early one morning the first...one...was found...

WH-what's THAT?
...IT WAS A BALLED-UP THING...LIKE AN EMPTY WRAPPER THROWN CARELESSLY ASIDE...BUT SOMEHOW STILL RECOGNIZABLE AS HAVING ONCE BEEN HUMAN...

HOW D'YEA WRITE THIS ONE UP, M'LAD?

ALL RIGHT, BACK EVERYBODY! BACK!

HEY! MY KID SISTER IS MISSING! HER BED IS EMPTY—!

FOR DAYS THE POLICE ASKED QUESTIONS...BUT NO ONE HAD SEEN OR HEARD ANYTHING...

A FEW WEEKS PASSED...THEN EARLY ONE MORNING...I GET UP, SONNY! YOU'LL BE LATE FOR SCHOOL—OH!

OUTSIDE ON THE STREET ANOTHER BALLED-UP THING WAS FOUND...

POLICE!

INCH BY INCH THE BEST BRAINS OF THE BEST POLICE DEPARTMENT IN THE WORLD COMBED THE AREA—!

NOTHING CHIEF...ABSOLUTELY NOTHING...

WHAT NOW? I KNOW...IF THIS WERE ONLY THE WORK OF AN ORDINARY RUN-OF-THE-MILL MANIAC...
WHEN, A WEEK LATER, IT HAPPENED AGAIN, THE PANIC-STRICKEN INHABITANTS OF HAWTHORN PLACE BEGAN TO FLEE, SOME EVEN LEAVING THEIR FURNITURE BEHIND.

I DON'T CARE IF WE HAVE NOWHERE TO GO—AS LONG AS WE GET AWAY FROM HERE...

HURRY!

THE FEW WHO REMAINED, BOARDED UP THEIR WINDOWS AND DOUBLE LOCKED THEIR DOORS...

THAT OUGHT TO DO IT...

BUT AGAIN THE TERROR STRUCK!

THE TWINS ARE GONE!!

COMPLETELY BAFFLED, THE AUTHORITIES COULDN'T ONLY EVACUATE THE REMAINING TENANTS, AND DECLARE THE STREET OUT OF BOUNDS TO ALL...

AS THE YEARS WENT BY, FEARFUL RESIDENTS OF NEIGHBORING BLOCKS GRADUALLY MOVED AWAY, UNTIL FINALLY, DREAD END WAS SURROUNDED ON ALL SIDES BY OTHER SILENT, EMPTY BLOCKS...
After dark, no one ever dared venture into even the outer fringes of this no-man's-land, let alone the very center of it... until... tonight...

Though only seven when his little sister became the first victim of the dread end monster, Jimmy White resolved that if the police didn't find her killer, some day he would...

As Jimmy grew older, he became more and more obsessed with the idea that the killer still lurked somewhere on that sinister block...

Now, at the age of 15, Jimmy feels he is old enough to ferret the monster out...

Creptched in the shadows of an alley next to the house he had once lived in, Jimmy begins his lonely and fearful vigil... I wish I could be sure somebody will hear this police whistle...
The hours drag by, but no sound disturbs the unearthly quiet of the dead, deserted street...

When a far-away church bell tolls the hour of five, Jimmy stands up to stretch.

Dawn in a little while... I'd better be going... maybe next time...

Jimmy stops in midstretch...

...then quickly crouches back into the shadows...

His whistle forgotten, Jimmy stares, unable to believe his eyes!!!
SLOWLY, A GIANT, CLAW-LIKE HAND, FOLLOWED BY A THICK, SINDOUS, LIZARD-LIKE ARM SLITHERS OUT OF THE MANHOLE...

SLOWLY... LIKE A BLIND BOA CONSTRICTOR SEARCHING FOR SOMETHING, THE HAND GRAPPLES ITS WAY ACROSS THE STREET... AND UP THE SIDE OF A WALL... GROPING... GROPING... SEARCHING... SEARCHING...
Suddenly the boy’s whistle slips from his trembling fingers and strikes the ground. Quick as a wink the snake-like arm snaps back into the manhole.

It’s gone! Now’s my chance to run.

But... it moves so fast... it could shoot out and grab me before I could...

Too late... it’s coming... out again...

This time... toward me...
Slowly the hand gropes toward the petrified boy...it stops...to explore a garbage can...

Finding nothing, it crushes the can as though it were tissue...

CRUNCH!

Then, to Jimmy’s relief, it turns and gropes its way out of sight...

Jimmy watches the repulsive arm continue to flow out of the manhole...it seems endless...but the more that comes out, the farther away the hand is getting...

Then a sixth sense warns Jimmy—But too late—the monster has found him!
LIKE A RATTLER THE CLAW STRIKES--
AND CLOSES ON THIN AIR...

FOR A WHILE JIMMY SOMEHOW MANAGES TO DUCK
AND DODGE THE LIGHTNING--LIKE THRUSTS OF
THE TERRIBLE CLAW... BUT THE END IS INEVITABLE...

...CERTAIN OF ITS' PREY,
THE CLAW HOVERS...

SUDDENLY A SHATTERING SERIES OF EXPLOSIONS TEAR THE NIGHT APART!

BOOM! BAM! BAM! BAM! POW! POW! POW!
Then silence again... Jimmy opens his eyes... and stares down at the great limp claw...

Are you all right, boy?

Sorry we had to let it go so far, but we wanted as much of it out in the open as possible, to make sure!

You were here all the time...

We've been here for years, son! And it might have been years longer if you hadn't shown up!

Look... those large pore-like openings in the palm... it's fed by absorption... after crushing it's victim...

Did you know... it was there, too?

Yes... we'd seen it a few times, but it never came out far enough... its' sense of danger was so acute and its' speed so lightning-like we didn't want to risk only wounding it, and letting it get away...

The end
I have my own pet theory. After so many issues and so many years of “Little Lulu”, there’s going to be an opposing reaction in which the creative mind will seek to balance itself. The impulse to lash out in a dark and terrifying manner must have been overwhelming. “Horror” and “Comedy” as genres aren’t really that different. They’re both emotional. The pacing is often similar. After contributing to a giant sized “Tales from the Tomb” issue one month later, Stanley continued to branch out and by writing and drawing his own titles for Dell such as “Thirteen Going On Eighteen”, “Melvin Monster” and others. He was done with pure horror. Mission accomplished, the creative cosmos were once again at peace and The Beatles were free to conquer America…

There’s a great story about John Severin and his time with E.C. John Severin wouldn’t work on the horror titles (he didn’t like drawing them). He drew fantastic war and sci-fi stories instead. Then someone in the office said he couldn’t draw horror. John Severin went home, drew some horrific blood and guts art, and mailed it to Bill Gaines. Bill Gaines threw up when he saw it. You see, it’s not that Severin couldn’t draw horror, he just didn’t want to.

For those of you interested in the voluminous and amazing works of John Stanley, Frank M. Young has a great blog dedicated to Stanley:

http://stanleystories.blogspot.com/

“The only certain freedom's in departure.”

- Robert Frost
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